Title:

Catalysis

Year: 2021
Time: 20 minutes
Work: film, black and white with sound

In

the

film

Catalysis

the

cyborg

–

cybernetic organism – plays a key role, in
which the cyborg is considered a hybrid
machine and organism in one. The cyborg
is a model for the mechanical expansion
and metamorphosis of nature in the human
body.
Made possible by: National Culture and
Arts Foundation Taiwan

Title:

Cyber Story – Folding

Year: 2021
Time: 20 minutes
Work: 3-channel film installation in colour
with sound

The film installation researches the folding
of the body and its physical grammar,
which not only shape the skeleton but our
connection with others as well. The film is
based on (non-) verbal communication, a
physical choreography of mathematical
messages between two performers.

Title:

Error in Defoliation

Year: 2020
Work: ceramic-installation
Materials: porcelain, copper and cobalt
oxide.

Error

in

Defoliation

is

a

porcelain

performance-installation made during the
post-academic residency Sundaymorning
@EKWC. The porcelain objects will be
used as performative objects in a 30
minute performance.
Made

possible

by:

EKWC in Oisterwijk

Sundaymorning@

Title:

Cyber Story – Inner Body

Year: 2020
Time: 20 minutes
Work: film, black and white no sound
The film Cyber Story – Inner Body
is a journey through my body, made with
CT and MRI scans. The film is a first result
of a two year project Nature / Databody.
During the project research I collaborated
with scientists from the Neuro-imaging
Center and the Institute of Diagnostic
Radiology of the Technical University
Dresden (TU Dresden) specializing in CT
scans and ultra-sound.

Title:

Logic of Events – spare parts

Year: 2019 – 2020
Work: photos in black and white
Materials: c-print on aluminum
The artistic research Logic of Events –
spare parts is a series of images that
explore narrative structures in mimicking
natural body parts. Sci Fi story's of printed
limbs that connect to the nervous system
by brain-computer interface technologies,
to create a self-designed body.

Title: Re-carving Body Plant Image
Year: 2018 – 2019
Time: 120 minutes
Work: performance-installation
O.a. Extrapool in Nijmegen (2018), Edge
Gallery in Dhaka (2019) and Museum
MAAT in Lisbon (2019)
Re-carving Body Plant Image is rooted in
Bal's interest in analysing global archives
and personal data. What is the meaning of
image making as part of our social, cultural
and political lives.

Title:

Potential Body’s

Year: 2018
Time: 80 minutes
Work: public live performance Rotterdam
With Potential Body's, Bal creates a visual
translation of space and body. Bal applies
shapes and lines, mathematical structures
of the urban environment as a means to
understand the world.
Supported by: CBK Rotterdam

How to move opposite?
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How to move sideways?
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1

2

Title:

Moving Landscape

Year: 2017
Time: 20 minutes
Work: live performance and film

Moving

Landscape

multidisciplinary

unfolds

investigation

as
into

a
the

concept of landscape in performance.
Where performers from various disciplines
(dance, circus and visual arts) explore how
to represent with their body the concept of
landscape.
Made possible by: Cloud Danslab in the
Hague.

Title:

From the Physical to the Social

Year: 2017
Time: 5 hours
Work: interactive performance-installation
European Cultural Centre | Palazzo Mora
in Venice
From the Physical to the Social is an
investigation into the physical grammar
and social system of the body. He invited
the audience to adopt a posture to shape
the fiction of spectator and of performer in
the museum and in our daily environment.

Title:

Reflex

Year: 2017
Time: 2 hours
Work: performance-installation
Reflecting on the 'performative body', Bal
explores the potential of language and its
visual translation. It is a performance of 2
hours, with a body in three repetitive acts;
standing, walking and running, at different
speeds and rhythms. The scenario shows
in total 40 words, often used as a repetitive
directions, which directly challenges the
body.

Title:

Multiplicity

Year: 2016
Time: 20 minutes
Work: performance-installation

In the project Multiplicity, Bal plays with an
ambiguous space that functions both as
cinema and black box. He made an
installation, a combination of a 20 minutes
film

and

a

live

performance.

The

performance is an encounter between
audience, installation and film.
Award:

first

competition.

prize

at

LISFE

artist

Ronald Bal is a Netherlands based visual
artist

mainly

focusing

on

live

art,

storytelling, installation and lens-based
media. His work deals with affect and
alienation in intimate systems and natural
events.

Inspired

by

social

exchange,

cyborg, history and ecology in the field of
anthropology, he is currently focusing on
the organic body and a digital text.
Simulating the physical and the virtual by
re-animating personal data combined with
live events, on the border of theatre and
visual

art.

His

work

often

leads

to

installations where repetition of images
and body movement are combined to
support its narrative structure.

